
TYPE 5762N
HIGH RESISTANCE
FAULT LOCATOR

OVERVIEW

The 5762N is a portable cable fault locator for determining the position of a single shorting fault between two conductors,
or between one conductor and the cable sheath or ground. The instrument can be powered from a mains electricity
supply or from the internal battery which is recharged when the instrument is connected to the mains. The 5762N is
equally suitable for use in the factory, to find faults in stock cable, or in the field to locate faults in an installed system. 
The fault is located by manually adjusting a potentiometer to find the null point as indicated on a front panel meter. 
The instrument uses a bridge circuit with the two sections of the faulty conductor (either side of the fault) acting as one
arm of the bridge and the internal pushbutton potentiometer forming the other. The potentiometer is adjusted until the null
is found, at which point the distance to fault can be read from the instrument as a percentage of cable length. A high
input-resistance differential amplifier circuit is used to drive the detector allowing faults of up to 200MW to be accurately
located. A maximum potential of 6V (limited to 1A, or 10A if 10A BOOST button is held) is applied across the bridge circuit
and therefore the cable under test. The 5762N is housed in a rugged highly luminous case manufactured from a high
impact copolymer and featuring an internal metal sub-frame for added strength. When closed, the case is rated to IP67.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Battery Yuasa NP2.8-6, 6V 2.8Ah sealed lead-acid
Operating temp 0...+40ºC
Storage temp -23...+85ºC
Mains connection 85 - 264V AC, 47 - 63Hz
Power consumption 9W (when fast charging)
Size 270 x 246 x 124 mm
Mass TBC

Alternative connections for use
when only one end of the cable
under test is available.

MEASUREMENT

Fault location Shorting faults of up to 200MW.
Resolution 0.1% of length of cable on test.
Accuracy 0.5%, subject to cable uniformity.

Basic connection for the location of
interconductor or ground faults.


